**Fall 2013 Events**

**OCTOBER 4-6: WORKSHOP COMPARING APPROACHES TO HEALTH INEQUALITIES & JUSTICE**

**OCTOBER 4: The Merrimond Lecture – Keynote Address**

**Ruth Faden, PhD, MPH**, Philip Franklin Wagley Professor of Biomedical Ethics & Director, John Hopkins Berman Institute of Bioethics

4:30-6:00 PM, Rosenau Auditorium, UNC-Chapel Hill


**OCTOBER 5: Merrimond Health Justice Conference – “Comparing Approaches to Health Inequalities & Justice: A Dialogue on Theory, Method, and (Inter)-Disciplinarity**

9:00am-5:30 PM, Hyde Hall, UNC-Chapel Hill


**OCTOBER 8: BIOETHICS ALL-STAR SPEAKER SERIES -**

“Looking For Trouble: The Ethics of Involuntary Opportunistic Genetic Screening in Adults”

**Eric T. Juengst, PhD**, Director, UNC Center for Bioethics, Professor, Dept of Social Medicine & Professor, Dept of Genetics, UNC Chapel Hill

4:00-5:00 PM
Z. Smith Reynolds Library Auditorium, Room 404, Wake Forest University

**OCTOBER 15: BIOETHICS ALL-STAR SPEAKER SERIES -**

“The Limits of Evolutionary Explanations of Morality and Their Consequences for Ethics”

**Allen E. Buchanan, PhD**, James B. Duke Professor of Philosophy, Professor of Law, Duke University

4:00-5:00 PM
Z. Smith Reynolds Library Auditorium, Room 404, Wake Forest University
SAVE THE DATE

NOVEMBER 12: BIOETHICS ALL-STAR SPEAKER SERIES -
“Money Talk: The Challenges of Getting Clinicians and Patients to Discuss the Cost of Care”

Peter Ubel, MD, Madge & Dennis T. McLawhorn University Professor of Business, Fuqua School of Business, Professor of Business Administration and Medicine & Professor of Public Policy Sanford School of Public Policy, Duke Center for Interdisciplinary Decision Science, Duke University
4:00-5:00 PM
Z. Smith Reynolds Library Auditorium, Room 404, Wake Forest University

DECEMBER 3: BIOETHICS ALL-STAR SPEAKER SERIES –
“Ending Research Relationships: The Duty of Responsible Transition”

Christine Grady, RN, PhD, Chief, Dept of Bioethics & Head, NIH Clinical Center, Senior Research Fellow, Kennedy Institute of Ethics, Georgetown University
4:00-5:00 PM
Z. Smith Reynolds Library Auditorium, Room 404, Wake Forest University

OPPORTUNITIES

Funding available:
The Center for Bioethics, Health & Society is now accepting applications for grants up to $8,000 for research, course development and other scholarly projects pertaining to bioethics. The proposal deadline is January 13, 2014.

The Center for Bioethics, Health & Society is also accepting applications for small grants (up to $1,000) to support Bioethics activities.

For more information on both of these opportunities, see the CBHS Funding Application on the Center’s website: http://bioethics.wfu.edu/initiatives-opportunities/current-opportunities/

For more information about these events and the Center for Bioethics, Health & Society, see http://bioethics.wfu.edu/